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We find, in the statutes, very fe w
attempts to define income. Rather do
they assume the meaning of tha t
term, so puzzling in economic litera-
ture, to be self-evident. Consequently
the meaning of the statutes them -
selves is always vague and varying .
The growing precision and progress
toward a truer concept consists chiefly
in the gradual disentangling of
income from capital.
—Irving Fisher '

Introduction
Little has changed since economist

Irving Fisher made that statement about
the federal income tax in 1927, except that
progress toward the gradual disentangling
of income from capital stopped . The

economic essence of the modern tax

reform debate centers around regeneratin g

this progress . The unsatisfactory distinc-

tion between income and capital in th e

current income tax laws manifests itself as
two driving forces behind the tax-overhau l

debate — the quest for both administrative
simplification and greater economic growt h
potential through the elimination of the tax

bias against saving and investment .

Many people think that this ques t

should result in the replacement of the

traditional income tax with a consumptio n

tax. Proponents of consumption ta x

systems argue that such systems can

simplify the process of complying with th e

tax laws for the same reason that they ca n

increase economic growth opportunities

— they eliminate (or substantially reduce)
the taxation of capital accumulation and

capital mobility. Eliminating the required

income tax accounting for capital can

reduce administrative complexity and ,

therefore, administrative expense . Elimi-
nating the taxation of capital accumulatio n
and capital mobility would remove th e
current tax bias against two key ingredi-

ents of the economic growth process .

The debate in the postwar era over th e

relative merits of consumption taxatio n
versus income taxation is a carryover of a

long-running, almost ancient, debate ove r

the proper definitions of capital and
income. The debate drew many interna-

tional participants from both the eco-

nomic and legal professions . The key
figures in America were economists Irvin g
Fisher, Robert M. Haig, and Henry C .

Simons . The debate, on its surface, may

appear as an esoteric argument over

labels . But it was a debate over profoun d

economic substance . Labels like "capital "

and "income" matter because they guide

thinking and create focal points for admin-

istrative and legal issues . Contrasting and

comparing Fisher's views with those o f

Haig and Simons illuminates the modern

debate — in the context of economic

fundamentals — over the relative merits o f

consumption taxes as opposed to the

traditional income tax .

For his enormously influential book ,

Personal Income Taxation (1938), Simon s

chose the subtitle : "The Definition of

Income as a Problem of Fiscal Policy." This

subtitle aptly conveys the modern rel-

evance associated with revisiting the
debate over the proper definition o f

income. The modern tax-overhaul debate

is a fiscal policy debate focused primarily

on the proper tax base — the proper

definition of taxable income .

Fisher embarked on his quest for a

definition of income almost two decades

before the income tax became a stapl e

feature of American political economy.
Consequently, concerns over fiscal policy

had no direct bearing on his analysis . His

sole criteria was to create a scientifically

rigid definition of income that was consis-

tent with a scientifically rigid definition o f

capital, an analytical issue of fundamenta l

importance that the economics professio n

had yet to conquer. Fisher succeeded in
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his objective, but the force of his analysi s

failed to overturn the conventional think-

ing, which confused capital and incom e

by incorrectly counting capital accumula-

tion as a component of income . The

perpetuation of this confusion into the era

of the income tax grew to have destructive

fiscal policy consequences, because th e

failure to distinguish between capital and

income results in the double counting o f

income — and, therefore, double taxation .

Unlike Fisher, Haig and Simons had the

income tax firmly in mind when they

embarked upon their quests for a defini-

tion of income . Haig agreed with Fisher

on the fundamental nature of economic

income, but, because of a key analytica l

error, he diverged from Fisher with regard

to the proper measure of income for

income tax purposes . Simons' definitio n

of income co-opted the conclusions — but

not the basic rationale — of Haig's earlie r

work (1921) . The Haig-Simons definition

of income evolved into a textbook stan-

dard. However, this standard is economi-

cally flawed. It has institutionalized the

age-old confusion between capital an d

income. The double taxation inherent in

the use of Haig-Simons income, therefore ,

pinpoints a key cause of fiscal policy

problems that concern policymakers today

— namely, the punitive tax treatment of

capital formation .

However, income redistribution, no t

capital formation, embodied the "fiscal

policy" Simons had in mind with regard to

the subtitle of his book, Personal Income

Taxation . He said that this book "perhaps

combines strangely the characteristics o f

an academic treatise and a tract for the

times ."' He meant that his book had two

goals . First, Simons sought to derive an

academically concise definition of per-
sonal income for income tax purposes .

Second, Simons sought to use the resultin g

definition as a foundation for his advocacy

of progressive income taxation as the bes t

political tool for mitigating income in-

equality. Simons acknowledged that his

"remarks about the definition of incom e

[were] colored not a little by consider-

ations of tax policy." 3 He further acknowl-

edged that implementation of his idea s

would adversely affect capital formation ,

but for reasons less fundamental than

Fisher emphasized .' (It is noteworthy in

this connection that Simons was strongly

trying to counteract the trend toward th e

nationalization of U .S . industry. He argued

that income redistribution through the us e

of progressive income taxation — as h e

defined income — represented the les s

destructive policy option . 5)

Wealth and the Rela-
tionship of Capital and
Income

At the turn of the twentieth century,

Irving Fisher said that :"Of economic

conceptions few are more fundamenta l

and none more obscure than capital"' H e

diagnosed the obscurity as follows:

Perpetual collapse of proposed defini-
tions suggests that the foundation s
have not been properly laid . Now we
find, beginning with Adam Smith, that
every definition of capital has bee n
erected on the unquestioned assump-
tion that the problem was one in the
classification of wealth . Every writer
has tried to separate wealth into
capital and non-capital . This, I believe ,
is the faulty foundation which has
weakened all structures built upon
it . . . . It overlooks the fact that al l
wealth presents a double aspect with
reference to time . It forms a stock of

wealth, and it forms a flow of wealth . '

With this diagnosis in mind, Fisher se t

out to create a scientifically sound theory

of capital, and to unify that theory with a n
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equally sound theory of income. The

result, in 1906, was Fisher's enduring

economic classic, The Nature of Capita l

and Income . In this book, Fisher note d

that among all the discordant theories o f

capital, several recurrent elements of th e

theories were correct . "The definitions

concur," he said,"in striving to express the

important facts that capital is productive ,

that it is antithetical to income, that it is a

provision for the future, or that it is a
reserve . But they assume that only a par t

of all wealth can conform to these condi-

tions"' Fisher's diagnosis allowed him to

understand that each of these elemental

conditions could extend to all forms of

wealth (the material objects owned b y

human beings) and the property rights t o

such wealth .

The time element associated with

Fisher's diagnosis highlights the fact that

people can measure someone's wealth

either at a point in time or over a space of

time, but not both . Wealth as a point-in-

time measure represents the economi c

concept of capital, a stock measurement .
Wealth as a space-of-time measure repre-

sents the economic concept of income, a

flow measurement . In principle, the two

measures are equivalent, because the

economic value of capital merely embod-

ies the present value (a point-in-tim e

estimate) of the economic value of the

flow of expected future income . This

equivalence results from the all-important

fact that capital is inseparable from in-

come because capital and income are

reciprocally related . Therefore, past

attempts by economists to categoriz e

wealth into capital and non-capital serve d

only to distract attention away from a
robust economic principle — the prin-

ciple of capitalization .

"Capitalization" means that people

adjust their evaluation of the worth of th e

stream of services (income) through time

into a single expression of value . Capital

has value to people (and therefore repre-

sents wealth) only because it offers a flow

of valuable uses or services to people . The

price someone is willing to pay for an

article (or the property rights to an ar-

ticle), whether in money or in barter, is

the capitalized (discounted) value of the

expected services from the article . These

services are "discounted" over time base d

on (1) an individual's preference for th e

flow of near-term versus distant-ter m

services and (2) the risk and uncertainty

associated with actually enjoying the

services expected in the future . Fisher

concluded, therefore, that "we cannot

distinguish capital as that wealth which

bears income. All wealth bears income ,

for income consists simply of the services

of wealth .." '

The general conclusions in The Nature

of Capital and Income about the distinc-

tion between capital and income wit h

regard to time became part of accepted

economic wisdom . Capital is the stock o f

wealth which exists at an instant of time .
This stock, when reckoned in its broades t

sense, includes human beings . Income is a

measure of wealth represented by th e
flow, through a period of time, of the use s

of (or services provided by) capital . This

flow of uses (income) is what allow s

people to value their capital at any give n

point in time . If a motion picture of th e

economy were stopped in freeze-frame ,

the frame would reveal capital and nothing

else. The frame would show everythin g

from factories to the uneaten fruit on

someone's kitchen table . Income be-

comes discernable only when the motion

picture is rolling — when the actors in the

picture are using the services provided by

their capital to achieve some desired end .

The essential conclusion for purposes o f

both definition and measurement is that

capital and income represent alternative
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modes of measuring wealth, not two

different types of wealth .

Despite Fisher's clarity, his definition

of income as strictly the services fro m

capital was not as well accepted as hi s

general time distinction between capita l

and income . His arguments, perhaps

because of their novelty, failed to displace

the age-old confusion over capital an d

income; and his scientifically consistent

definition of income could not overcome

the force of common usage of the term

"income ."
The debate over the exact definition o f

income — or, more particularly, over how

best to measure the "flow" of economi c

benefits from capital remains directly

relevant to the modern tax-overhaul

debate . Unfortunately, the long-runnin g

debate never adequately informed thos e

participating in the legislative and judicia l

process . The result has been a poorly

constructed legal framework . The failings

of this framework have been manifeste d

over the past eight decades in the form of

(1) the punitive tax treatment of capita l

formation and (2) chronic confusion over

income tax laws which virtually everyone

considers needlessly complex .

Fisher argued that the "dire results are

due to the lack of a simple concept at the

start ." 10 I)r. C . A . Le Deuc, a controller and

income tax expert writing in the mid-

1930s, stated that the income tax law "wa s

not built upon any scientific and logica l

concept of income, but grew out of th e

necessity of raising revenue for immediat e

needs, with very little concern about it s

long-range effects upon the economic life

of the nation .' Fisher elaborated, in a

statement that sounds timeless within the

context of U.S. income tax law, when h e

said that "the false start has led to trouble ;

trouble has led to correction ; and, in the

absence of an absolutely fresh start, eac h

correction has grown more tangled than

the one corrected ; each builder of a new

and better extension has been handi-
capped instead of helped by the very

ability of his predecessor, until . . . the

aggregate structure, instead of being

simplified, grows more and more like a

labyrinth ."' With only the Internal Rev-

enue Code of 1939 as a reference point

(never mind the 1954 and 1986 Codes

along with the 38 significant enactment s

interspersed among the three differen t

Codes), Robert H . Montgomery, a con-

tributor to the Federal Tax Handbook,

1940-41, said :

It isn't the taxpayers' books and
records and returns which are s o
complicated; it isn't the revenu e
agents and their superior officers i n
the Bureau of Internal Revenue; it isn' t
the lawyers in the Department of
Justice; it isn't the Tax Board Members
nor the Judges in our Court . It's the
infernal law. No one pretends to
understand what it says or means .' ]

The Legal Definition of
Income

The infrastructure of this "infernal "

income-tax law is based upon the Six-

teenth Amendment to the Constitution ,

which authorized the federal income tax

in 1913, and upon a handful of Suprem e

Court decisions that straddle the ratifica-

tion of the Sixteenth Amendment . The

case most germane to the definition of

income question is known as Eisner v.

Macomber ." This case, in turn, referenced

the 1895 case Pollock v. Farmers ' Loan

and Trust Co., which deemed unconstitu-

tional an income tax law passed in 1894 ,
and two cases construing the Corporation

Tax Act of 1909 . 1 5
Without the Sixteenth Amendment ,

Article I, Section 8 of the Constitutio n

allows Congress to impose all manner o f

duties, imposts, and excise taxes . More
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generally, the Constitution authorize s

Congress to impose any type of so-called

"indirect" tax as long as it is impose d

uniformly throughout the United States .

However,Article I, Sections 2 and 9 of the

Constitution restrict Congress in the

manner in which it can impose so-called

"direct" taxes . Direct taxes, such as

capitation taxes and taxes on land, must

he apportioned among the states based on

their populations .

The restrictions on direct taxatio n

gave rise to the Sixteenth Amendment .

Income tax legislation passed in 1894 ra n

afoul of the apportionment restriction ,

argued a majority of the Court in the 189 5

Pollock case, because it taxed the rent s

and profits of real estate along wit h

returns from investments of persona l

property. A tax on the returns to property

was ruled to be equivalent to a direct tax

on the property itself. Such a tax, there -

fore, had to adhere to the Constitution' s

apportionment restriction . The Sixteenth

Amendment was designed explicitly t o

overturn the 1895 ruling . The Amendment

reads: "The Congress shall have power t o

lay and collect taxes on incomes, from

whatever source derived, without appor-

tionment among the several states, an d

without regard to any census or enumera-

tion."

Notice that the Amendment implicitly

takes the definition of income to be self -

evident. Its primary stipulation is that

Congress faces no restrictions with regar d

to the source of the income . As a result ,

the early income tax statutes (which have

prevailed fundamentally unchanged)

provided only a list of sources from which

taxable "income" could be derived . They

did not stipulate the nature of incom e

itself. Section 2B of the Tariff Act of 191 3

stated that

the net income of a taxable perso n
shall include gains, profits, and income

derived from salaries, wages, or
compensation for personal services of
whatever kind and in whatever form
paid, or from professions, vocations ,
business, trade, commerce, or sales, o r
dealings in property, whether real o r
personal, growing out of the owner-
ship or use of or interest in real o r
personal property, also from business
carried on for gain or profit, or gain s
or profits and income derived fro m
any source whatever, including the
income from but not the value of
property acquired by gift, bequest,

devise, or descent . . . .

Because Congress enumerated only the

sources from which income could derive ,

without any reference to a definition o r

concept of income, the courts and the

hapless citizenry were left to decide

exactly what the Sixteenth Amendment

allowed. Enter Eisner v. Macomber .

Congress, in the Revenue Act of 1916 ,

legislated that a "stock dividend shall b e

considered income, to the amount of it s

cash value ." Mrs. Macomber took he r

challenge of this statute to the Supreme

Court and won. The Court ruled that a

stock dividend did not constitute income .

This five-to-four decision generated contro-

versy immediately, but it has remained th e

general law of the land.

In many ways, it is unfortunate tha t

history provided this case as the Suprem e

Court 's benchmark for the definition of

income question. A stock dividend

amounts to nothing more than splitting a

stockholder's previous ownership into

more pieces. The new stock certificate s

derive their value from a reduction in the

value of the certificates previously out -

standing . The Court stated this fact clearly

when it said that a stock dividend "is no

more than a book adjustment, in essence

not a dividend but rather the opposite ; no

part of the assets of the company is

separated from the common fund, nothing
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distributed except paper certificates tha t

evidence an antecedent increase in th e
value of the stockholder's capital interest

resulting from an accumulation of profit s

by the company. . . ."' 6

Nevertheless, the reasoning behind th e

Eisner decision (although distorted sub-

stantially in subsequent decisions" )

provides a concise reference point fo r

understanding both the technically incon-

sistent legal definition of income and th e

debate over the proper economic defini-

tion of income . The Court's majority, led

by Justice Pitney, based its opinion on th e

following criteria :

The Sixteenth Amendment must be
construed in connection with the
taxing clauses of the original Constitu-
tion and the effect attributed to them
before the Amendment was adopted . . . .
A proper regard for its genesis, as well
as its very clear language, requires also
that this Amendment shall not be
extended by loose construction, so as
to repeal or modify, except as applied
to income, those provisions of the
Constitution that require an apportion-
ment according to population for
direct taxes upon property, real or
personal . This limitation still has a n
appropriate and important function ,
and it is not to be overridden b y
Congress or disregarded by the courts .
In order, therefore, that the clause s
cited from Article I of the Constitutio n
may have proper force and effect, save
only as modified by the Amendment ,
and that the latter may have proper
effect, it becomes essential to distin-
guish between what is and what is not
"income," as the term is there used ;
and to apply the distinction, as cases
arise, according to truth and sub -
stance, without regard to form . Con-
gress cannot by any definition it may
adopt conclude the matter, since it
cannot by legislation alter the Consti-
tution, from which it derives its powe r
to legislate, and within whose limita-
tions alone that power can be lawfully

exercised .' 8

Despite Justice Pitney's eloquent

declaration to determine the case on "truth

and substance, without regard to form,"

the opinion immediately abandoned thi s

criteria in the subsequent paragraph . It

started off on the right track by acknowl-

edging the distinction between capital and

income. In a statement that was probably

inspired by Irving Fisher's The Nature of

Capital and Income, Pitney wrote that

" [t] he fundamental relation of `capital' t o
`income' has been much discussed by

economists, the former being likened t o

the tree or the land, the latter to the frui t

or the crop ; the former depicted as a

reservoir supplied from springs, the latter

as the outlet stream, to be measured by it s

flow during a period of time .."' 9 However,

Pitney discarded the capital-versus-incom e

line of inquiry in the next sentence, and

said that " [f] or the present purpose we

require only a clear definition of the term

`income,' as used in common speech, i n

order to determine its meaning in th e

[Sixteenth] Amendment . . . ." 2"

In the Court's opinion, therefore, the

"truth and substance" of an issue that

eluded the economics profession for well

over a century was to be found in com-

mon usage of the term "income ." Yet ,

about 15 years before the Eisner decision ,

Fisher noted that popular usage "gives its

sanction to the term `income' . . . usually

with very little intelligent discrimination "

between competing conceptions of the

term . 21 Years after the decision, he too k

the Court's presumption to task by survey-

ing the "common man's" understanding of

the term income . The results of his survey

led him to this concluding statement :

To found our whole system of income
taxation, as legislated and as judicially
interpreted, on the common man' s
notions, so hybrid, self-inconsistent ,
confused, uncertain, and vague is
preposterous — just as preposterou s

6



as for physicists to found their theory
of thermodynamics on what th e
common man thinks is "heat ." 2 2

Nevertheless, because the genera l
population effectively ratified the Six-

teenth Amendment, common usage wa s

the criterion on which the majority
decided the stock dividend question —

and also the criterion on which the four

dissenting Justices based their dissents .

(The virtually even split provided a good

reflection of the "common man's" opin-

ion.) Pitney wrote that "[a]fter examining

dictionaries in common use, we find littl e

to add to the succinct definition adopte d

in two cases arising under the Corporation

Tax Act of 1909 — Income may be defined

as the gain derived from capital, from

labor, or from both combined,' provide d

that it be understood to include profi t

gained through a sale conversion of capita l

assets . . . " 1j

Despite the alleged succinctness o f

this definition, it provided little guidance .

The Court, in effect, merely substitute d
the word "gain" for the word "income ." As

such, its definition fits almost any concept

of income . Sixteen years after this deci-

sion, Roswell Magill, author of an authori-

tative, four-hundred-page book title d
Taxable Income, called this definition

"cryptic," and stated, with regard to the

enduring truth and substance of th e

definition, that "one can trace with som e

accuracy the outlines of a concept of

income through the decisions of the past

twenty-three years," but these outlines ar e

in some particulars "rather vague " L 4

Elaborations on the above definition

and its application to stock dividends help

foreshadow key elements of the ensuing

economic debate over the Eisner decision ,

and the definition of income generally.
Pitney argued that the government

(Eisner) placed too much emphasis on th e
word "gain" in the Court's definition of

income. Pitney emphasized instead th e

word "derived," which appears in both th e

Court's definition of income and the

language of the Sixteenth Amendment, a s

in "the gain derived from capital" and

"incomes, from whatever source derived "

In placing his emphasis on the word

"derived," Pitney said :

Here we have the essential matter : not
gain accruing to capital, not growth o r
increment of value in the investment ;
but a gain, a profit, something of
exchangeable value proceeding from
the property, severed from the capita l
however invested or employed, and
coming in, being "derived," that is ,
received or drawn by the recipien t
(the taxpayer) for his separate use ,
benefit and disposal — that is income
derived from property. Nothing els e
answers the description [of income] ."

Based on this statement, the thrust of

the "essential matter" is the receipt o f

cash, whether dispersed by another party

or received from a transaction . This thrus t

is consistent both with the most commo n

usage of the term income and the

accountant's concept of "realization" Th e

Court seems to have made the word

"derived" synonymous with the term

"realized."

A stock dividend (in the Court's

majority opinion) did not conform with

the "substance" of the term income in the

Sixteenth Amendment because it did not

represent a receipt of cash . "The essentia l

controlling fact," argued Justice Pitney,

is that the stockholder has received
nothing out of the company's assets
for his separate use and benefit . . . . We
are clear that not only does a stoc k
dividend really take nothing from the
property of the corporation and add
nothing to that of the shareholder, bu t
that the antecedent accumulation of
profits evidenced thereby, while

7



indicating that the shareholder is
richer because of an increase of his
capital, at the same time shows he has
not realized or received a income i n
the transaction . . . . [Furthermore] ,
without selling, the shareholder, unless
possessed of other resources, has not
the wherewithal to pay an income tax
upon the dividend stock . Nothing
could more clearly show that to tax a
stock dividend is to tax a capital
increase, and not income, than thi s
demonstration that in the nature of
things it requires conversion of capita l

in order to pay the tax . 2C

That the Court's reliance on the

realization concept coincides with the

popular and accounting conception of the

term income may make the above opinion

seem unsurprising, even if the Court wa s

not unanimous on this point . The Su-

preme Court's definition of income

evolved from the taxation of corporat e

income, not income received by individu-

als . Even though the realization criterion

used by the accounting profession is often

at odds with the economic conceptions o f

income, the practice of the accountan t

provided a ready guide for establishing a

tax base. Indeed, the Revenue Act of 191 8

specifically stipulated, for the first time ,

that certain compliance procedures be

consistent with generally accepted ac -

counting procedures .

With regard to the definition of in-

come in U.S . tax laws, the economist

Robert M. Haig said, in 1921, that in "it s

general scope it approaches almost to th e

point of complete identity the working

concept of profit used by the accountant .

It is by all odds the most theoretically

perfect income tax law extant, from th e

point of view of its general scope .

Whether it is, after all, the most scientific

law is another question, for that involve s

the degree of skill that has been used i n

modifying the theoretical concept to meet

our actual conditions . In that we have not

been strikingly successful ." 2 7

Over a decade after Haig wrote thi s

statement, the accountant, Dr. Le Deuc ,

rhetorically asked : "Would not the eco-

nomic concept of income, which is simple

and scientific, be a better basis for taxation

than the accounting concept of income

which is technical and complex?"' The

answer, to a great extent, depends on

which economic definition of income is

chosen .

Accretion Income Ver-
sus Yield Income

Haig could assert that the fledgling

U.S. income tax was "the most theoreti-

cally perfect" because he agreed with th e

breadth of its scope in defining income, or

at least the breadth of the sources of

income listed in the statutes. The eco-

nomic definition of income that forms th e

theoretical underpinnings of the modern

income tax system is known as Haig-

Simons income, in tribute to the writings

of economists Robert Haig and Henry

Simons. This definition of income is also

commonly referred to as "accretion in-

come," a term that evolved out of Haig's

reference to the accretion of value in a

person's capital stock over an accountin g

period. In the tax laws to date, the con-

cept of accretion income has prevailed

over its competing economic concept of

"yield income," the concept favored b y

Irving Fisher for purposes of taxation .

Yield income — that is, services from

capital — constitutes a definitional subse t

of accretion income . One can obtain a

summary understanding of the difference

by analyzing one of the earliest concise

statements of the accretion concept o f

income. The statement came from th e

esteemed British economist Edwin Cannan

in response to the writings of Irving
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Exhibit 1: Uncle Sam's Schizophrenia

Makers and administrators of tax law in the United State s
have conceptually adopted the Haig-Simons definition o f
income, whereas administrators at the U .S . Department of
Commerce have, since the early 1920s, conceptually adopte d
Cannan's definition of income . Income tax law in the United
States has always categorized capital gains as "income,"
although it has been almost always treated as somethin g
different from "ordinary" income . (The primary difference
between the Haig-Simons definition and U .S . tax law has bee n
in the area of administration . Rather than require mark-to-
market accounting every tax year, as Haig and Simons would

have had it, capital gains are taxed in the year when they are
realized .) The U.S . Department of Commerce, however, doe s
not recognize capital gains as income . In its compilation of

the National Income and Product Accounts, the Commerc e
Department counts as income only the claims generated b y
current production .' The value of income in any given perio d

is defined as being equal to the value of what the economy
produced in that period. Capital gains do not qualify for suc h
categorization, because they represent the "capitalization" o f
claims on expected increases in future productive capacity.

U .S . Department of Commerce,"Definitions and Classification s
Underlying the National Income and Product Accounts," in Nationa l
Income and Product Accounts of the United States, Vol . 2, 1959-88

(Washington : U .S . Government Printing Office, 1992) .

Fisher. In 1897, Cannan wrote that : "The

income of a community is the mass of

economic goods produced or obtained by

it in a given length of time over and above
the mass which is necessary to maintai n
the capital . . . . The income is divided int o
two parts, (1) the increase of the capital ,

and, (2) the things enjoyed . . ."2"

The key element of Cannan's defini-

tion revolves around his reference to the

term "increase of capital ." This term can

have more than one meaning. It can mean

an increase in the value of savings ; that is ,

an appreciation of the value of the existing

capital stock — more commonly known as

a capital gain (whether realized or not) . I t

can also mean saving, a flow concep t

indicating that some fraction of current

production (or its monetary equivalent)

remains unconsumed and is used t o
augment the existing capital stock . The

term "increase of capital" can also refer t o

both appreciation in the value of saving s

and the act of saving combined .

Caiman's definition of accretion

income differs from (and is more narro w
than) the definition provided by Haig an d

Simons, because of the different meaning

given to the term "increase of capital ."

Cannan, based on his reference to "eco-

nomic goods produced or obtained,"

clearly refers only to saving . This interpre-

tation is further supported by the fact tha t

British thought (and tax law) has typically

not categorized capital gains as income .'"

By contrast, "increase of capital" as define d

by Haig and Simons refers to both savin g

and savings combined — what Hai g
referred to as "accretion" and what Simon s

referred to as "gain ."

Irving Fisher's Position: "You Can't
Have Your Cake and Eat It Too "

Fisher rejected the idea of accretion

income as a proper economic definition o f

income and, especially, as a guide to the

formation of tax policy. Indeed, Fisher' s

life's work in this subject area focused on

exposing the fallacy in thinking that an

"increase in capital" belongs in any prope r

definition of economic income . Fisher

qualified his position by asking rhetori-

cally: "Is there no justification for the ver y

common usage by which increase of

capital is regarded as income? the reply is :

Yes, if only we count it as outgo! All suc h
income is turned back into capital."' That

is, if people insist on thinking in terms o f

"money income" — interpreted literally as

the net amount of cash that comes in —

then proper income accounting requires

that people distinguish between "income"

9



used for current expenditures and "in-

come" used for saving .

Income and capital are mutually

exclusive categories . In any final account-

ing, claims generated by the productio n

process can result in either current in -

come or capital accumulation, but not

both. The final tally depends upon how

the owners of the claims generated b y

current production choose to employ

these claims. If the claims are used fo r

saving, then they are "saved" from bein g

categorized as current income because th e

newly acquired savings represents the

capitalization of future income . The same

holds true for any increase in the value of

existing savings, the capital stock . (Using

similar reasoning, any decrease of capital

— dis-saving — represents a conversion o f

capital into current income . Notice, how-

ever, that Cannan's definition cannot

account for this important point, because

his definition assumes that the value of the

capital stock is maintained at a constan t

level . )

According to Fisher, therefore, a n

increase in the value of a person's o r

community's capital stock (wealth) ,

whether through saving or appreciation ,

remains capital . It represents savings . '

And Fisher rejected the notion that sav-

ings, within the context of scientific

analysis, can logically belong to the eco-

nomic category called income :

By the term "savings," Fisher and his contempo-
raries meant capital accumulation of any form . This
usage presents some rhetorical problems for th e
modern economist, because (ironically) of the
stock-flow distinctions Fisher helped to promul-
gate . Modern terminology uses the term "saving" t o
refer to the flow concept of the rate of (or amount
of) augmentation to the existing capital stock . I t
uses the term "savings" to refer to the value of th e
existing stock of capital . Nevertheless, throughou t
this text, the term "savings" used in isolation mean s
capital accumulation, whether through apprecia-
tion in the value of the capital stock or the claims
generated by current production used to augmen t
the capital stock .

No sound theory of capital value ca n
gain acceptance until we give up
thinking of capital value as an indepen-
dent entity existing apart from antici-
pated income. Capital value is merely
a present expression for future in -
come. We must always begin our
capital reckoning with income, and
with that item of income most re-
motely future . We then proceed
backward in time to the present ,
generating present capital out of future
income. The ordinary man, however,
thinks in precisely the opposite order,
proceeding from capital to income and
regarding an increment of capital a s
growing out of the capital instead of
being merely part of the capital valu e
of subsequent income . . . . Nothing
but confusion can result by thinking of
an increase in the capitalized value o f
income as itself income . It can be
turned into income, but only b y
cutting out an equivalent from the

future income for which it stood . 3 2

To count capital appreciation or saving

as income violates the reciprocal an d

inseparable relationship between capita l

and income — and results in double

counting . Only the claims generated b y

current production which people do not

save can count as current income. Such

claims correspond to what Cannan's

definition described as "the things en-

joyed." Fisher would add that the result o f

dis-saving would also correspond to "the

things enjoyed ."

A . Fisher's Definition of "Earnings "

A complete understanding of Fisher's

position requires an understanding of hi s

distinction between "earnings" and "in-

come." In his lexicon, the term earnings

equates to the concept of accretio n

income, as understood by Haig an d

Simons. Fisher readily acknowledged the

legitimacy of the accretion income con-

cept, and thought that for some purpose s

— like reporting the financial standing of a
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business enterprise — it offered the mor e

useful concept . Nevertheless, Fisher

maintained that accretion income i s

composed of two dissimilar ingredients —

yield and net capital accumulation — "an d

nothing but confusion can result fro m

having to consider two kinds of income s o

widely divergent ."'" Yield — what Fishe r

called income — is whatever expecte d

future claims people capitalize . Capital

accumulation, by contrast, represents

capitalized future yields . It follows ,

therefore, that the accretion concep t

counts as current that which is curren t

and also that which is future . As a result ,

double counting occurs when capital

accumulation is categorized as current

income . The only benefit of such an

accounting procedure is to track in any

time period the acquisition of the com-

mand over expected future yields . That i s

how the concept of accretion income has

been used historically.

The concept of accretion income i s

rooted in the practice of mercantil e

bookkeeping. Cannan alluded to this

practice in his definition as that of main-

taining the item called "capital" as a fixe d

sum over an accounting period . Thi s

practice, by holding fixed the beginning-

of-year capital stock of an enterprise ,

necessitates treating capital accumulatio n

as "income" and a decrease in capital value

(dis-saving or depreciation) as negativ e

"income." This centuries-old bookkeeping

convention helps explain why the accre-

tion income concept is so entrenched i n

the minds of many as the proper definitio n

of income . Fisher argued, however, that

this convention fails to measure actua l

income properly. Instead, it amounts to

"an ideal standard which [bookkeepers ]

set up for reference ." 34 "Confusing th e

actual and the ideal," said Fisher,"is one of

the commonest fallacies" in the study o f

income . 35

"The fallacy that savings, though take n

out of [money] income to form capital, are

still regarded as [actual] income," Fishe r

claimed ,

is due, oddly enough to the usages of
accounting . Business men and book-
keepers delight in conforming al l
accounts to a fixed norm, in whic h
capital is regarded as invariable an d
income as a perpetual annuity. In
economic theory we find the same
tendency in many economists . . .
whose very concept of capital postu-
lates its perpetual reconstitution or
upkeep. In the actual world there i s
not and cannot be any case of absolute
immutability of capital value an d
perpetuity of income . Surely our
theories of capital and income should
admit the variability of both capital
and income . But the bookkeeper
prefers to make the fiction of invari-
ability even when there is actual
variability. In fact this fiction is o f
great convenience for bookkeeping
purposes; it enables us to compare
every condition with a fixed standard .
No objection is offered here to the
practice as practice . The objection is
to conceiving a mere bookkeeping

fiction as economic reality . 3 C

The benefit of this accounting practic e

for business is that it shows, at a glance ,

what the history of an enterprise has bee n

with regard to capital accumulation —

and, therefore, its prospects for generating

future actual income . Such practical

convenience explains why Fisher keep s

the notion in his lexicon and distinguishe s

between "earnings" and "income ." Earn-

ings provide a store of potential future

income . If, over a period of time, th e

capital stock of a business or person

increases in value over its initial value ,

whether by saving or appreciation, on e

can proclaim that increase to be "earnings "

because "it is simply the income which he

would receive if he chose to keep his

11



Exhibit 2: The Five Necessary (and Sufficient)
Conditions for Defining Income

Conditions Defining Yield Income
1. It must consist of services (payments being one specie s
of services) .
2. It must flow through aperiod of time .

3. It must flow from a source or sources .
4. It must belong to some person or persons .

Fifth Condition Needed for Accretion Incom e
5. The accretion income must include the yield, as jus t
defined, and also any increase (or decrease) in the value of
the source of that yield .

This capital-increase, in turn, implies the following :

5a. A future expected yield .
5b. Chances as to the size of said future expected yield an d

its distribution in time .
5c. A rate of interest by which that future expected yield i s

discounted .

It is by mean of 5a, 5b, and 5c that the future yield is trans -
lated into present values, (1) at the beginning and (2) at th e

end of the taxable year, the difference between them bein g

the capital-increase or decrease .

Source : Irving Fisher and Herbert W. Fisher, Constructive Incom e
Taxation: A Proposal for Reform (New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1942), p . 210 .

capital unimpaired and unincreased " 37

But, as Fisher argued, "possibilities are no t

actualities, and an item is not made in -

come merely because it might so b e

used ." 3"

Economic reality, and therefore in-

come, is dictated by actual behavior .

Capital and income are inseparable and

correlative concepts, but they represent

mutually exclusive categories . An increase

in income comes only at the expense o f

the size of the stock of capital, and vic e

versa. From the viewpoint of economics ,

as opposed to mercantile bookkeeping ,

actual income accrues when the claim s

generated by current production are not

saved and when dis-saving occurs out of

past capital accumulation .

B. Fisher's Definition of "Income "

In Fisher's framework, actual income

— yield — is a very general concept . I t

consists of services rendered by capital .

These services represent what people

capitalize when they evaluate the worth o f

something. "Income, in its fundamental

sense of yield," argued Fisher, "is : service s

rendered by property or persons . A
service is the occurrence of a desirable

event or the prevention of an undesirabl e

event . . . . Capital is wealth owned b y

human beings at an instant of time . It is

owned solely for the sake of some kind of

service or services, which it is expected t o

yield. . . . The essential relation of capita l

to yield income is the relation of a service-

rendering instrument to the services

rendered by it; for instance, between a
shovel and its shoveling, . . . a singer and

his singing, a share of stock and its bring-

ing in dividends ." 39 Things acquire the

economic status of capital (wealth) be -

cause human beings value the services —

the income — rendered to them by th e

things .

Understanding the reciprocal relation-

ship between capital and yield is crucial to

understanding why capital accumulatio n

— savings, as Fisher would say — canno t

be counted as income without committing

the fallacy of double counting . The value

of capital always and necessarily repre-

sents a present expression of future

income .

By no sleight of hand can we escape
the dilemma in theory which con-
fronts every capitalist in practice .
Either he can take out a dollar's worth
of income or save a dollar's worth o f
capital, but he cannot do both . His
savings "come out" of [money] income
to make capital, but for that very
reason they are capital, not factual ]
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income . . . .The upshot of the whole
matter, therefore, is that "savings "
imply a change in the "time shape" of
an income stream, viz ., (1) a decrease
of present income, and (2) an increase
of future income . What is subtracted
from present income is added (with
interest) to future income . But the
future addition cannot occur without
the present subtraction . . . .To regard
savings which are reinvested for the
sake of future income as still constitut-
ing a part of the present income, is t o
assume a future return without a
present sacrifice . 4 °

By Fisher's reckoning, capital accumu-

lation cannot possibly count as income i n

a proper income accounting framework

that seeks to derive a person's net income .

In the final analysis, what matters from a n

economic perspective is net income, o r
the net services rendered to people fro m

their capital. Each item of capital typically

renders both services and disservices .

These services and disservices may tak e

the form of money payments, productive

operations, or enjoyable activities . How-
ever, most of these services "consist o f

intermediate services preparatory to

enjoyable services" that have offsetting

disservices . 41 Fisher, therefore, employs

standard double-entry income accounting

to show that when all of the services an d
disservices from capital are properl y

accounted for all that remains is "th e

things enjoyed ."

1.Fisher's Income Accounting Frame-
work

"The whole secret of the theoretically

correct bookkeeping of income," sai d

Fisher, "consists of crediting and debiting

the plus and minus items of income t o

their proper capital sources as services or

disservices rendered by those sources .""
Services represent income; disservices —

the economic concept of costs — repre-

sent outgo . The balance of the service s

and disservices equals net income .
In the case of the whole economy o r

of an individual, the bulk of economi c

activity consists of exchange transaction s

that merely transport or transform wealth .

Each of these transactions implies income

from one capital source but also a simulta-

neous reinvestment in a different capita l

source; that is, self-cancelling credits an d

debits under double-entry income ac-

counting .

One can demonstrate this point fro m

an economy-wide perspective by consider-

ing, for example, an agricultural industry

like cotton growing. The yielding of a

cotton crop is a service to cotton growers ,
but the labor undertaken to work the land

represents a disservice (outgo) to the

growers . If the analysis stops at this point ,
there appears to be a net yielding o r

incoming to the industry: the value of the

cotton less the value of the labor. How-

ever, from an economy-wide perspective ,

the analysis cannot stop with the mere

yielding of raw cotton . One must follow
the economic process that results in th e

final use of the cotton . Raw cotton must

be ginned . The ginning process trans-

forms raw cotton into usable, processed

cotton. From the perspective of those i n

the ginning industry, the monetary valu e

of the processed cotton is a service

(credit) and the monetary value of the raw

cotton and labor undertaken are disser-

vices (debits or outgo) . Following the

process to its end, one would successively

observe yarn appear and processed cotton

disappear ; cloth appear and yarn disap-

pear; clothing appear and cloth disappear.

Finally, the clothing will be worn . All of

the services and disservices arising from

each stage of the transformation process

from raw cotton to clothing will be equa l

and offsetting . Only the use value of th e

clothing has no offsetting disservice
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(excepting the maintenance of the cloth-

ing) . Only the labor undertaken at each
stage of the transformation process has n o

offsetting service .

The same general outcome results i f

one isolates the income accounts of a n

individual cotton farmer. The disservice of

his labor renders him the service o f

bringing in raw cotton . When the farme r

sells the cotton, it provides the service of

yielding money and the offsetting disser-

vice of losing the property rights to the

cotton. When the farmer uses the money

to buy food, the money provides a service ,

but the groceries provide an offsetting

disservice (relative to the farmer's money

or bank account, the capital source) .

When the farmer consumes the food ,

there is no objective offsetting disservic e

to the service the food provides, except-

ing the farmer's labor exerted to yield the

raw cotton .

Fisher calls these offsetting or self-

cancelling services and disservices "inter -

actions," and concludes that "[i]nteraction s

constitute the great majority of the ele-

ments which enter into income and outgo

accounts. The only services which are no t

merely the positive side of interactions are

mental satisfactions — desirable consciou s

experiences — often miscalled 'consump-

tion'; and the only disservices which are

not the negative side of interactions are

pains or `labor: But these are only the

outer fringes of the economic fabric .

Between them is a connective network o f

productive processes and commercia l

transactions, every fiber of which has tw o

sides, a positive side of services and a

negative side of disservices ."'"

Based on this logical result, many o f

Fisher's critics who favored the accretio n

income concept accused him of simply

redefining "income" to equal "consump-

tion ." Fisher responded to his critics by

saying that "if there is one misrepresenta-

tion of my views which I have deplored

more than any other, it is this whic h

represents my concepts as being limited t o

`consumption.' `Consumption' is, perhaps,

the most significant result but it is not th e

only one ; and it is most certainly a result

and not the starting point ." 44 Although

Fisher's ideas closely correspond to the

modern understanding of the term "con-

sumption," the primary economic reason

he was adamant on this point is tha t

consumption connotes a "using up ."

Fisher wanted to focus on the service s

from capital, services that could endure

through long stretches of time . In particu-

lar, he wanted to focus on those "uses o r

services which give direct satisfactions t o

the user, that is, satisfactions without th e

intervention of further productive pro-

cesses or of money payments ."45

The irony is that Fisher used the

bulwark of accounting theory as a retort to

his critics who favored the accretion

concept, an income concept rooted i n

accounting practice . He argued that

"[s] ince none of the opponents of the

service concept even mention the interac-
tion concept nor double-entry bookkeep-

ing its omission by them suggests that they

have not had the patience to trace in detai l

the ins and outs' of income accounting, s o

essential to an understanding of the

variegated, but integrated, consequences

of the service concept . Yet, without

making use of this fruitful concept, it i s

impossible, I believe, to reach a scientifi c

income theory worthy of the name ." 46

Fisher's application of double-entry

bookkeeping, or the "interaction" o f

services and disservices, also generalize s

to the rearrangement of individuals' asse t

portfolios. The rearrangement is a self-

cancelling interaction . Proper income

accounting requires that the payment o f

money from one fund to another must b e

credited to the first fund and simulta-
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neously debited to the second . This

procedure highlights the importance of

Fisher's framework for proper individua l

income taxation .

Proper income accounting also dem-

onstrates why the accountant's under-

standing of realization, as used by th e

courts, represents an unsatisfactor y

definition of actual income, and therefor e

a faulty basis for income taxation . Fisher' s

example of a passbook savings accoun t

demonstrates the shortcoming of the

realization criterion . The principle in thi s

example generalizes to any type of finan -

cial transaction in which the compositio n

of an investment portfolio is simply rear -

ranged or in which an investment return s

interest, dividends, or capital gains that are

reinvested :

A savings bank depositor is sometime s
thought to draw income from his
deposit when the interest "accumu-
lates." This is an error. He draw s
income when, and only when, h e
draws money out of the bank [and
spends it] ; he suffers outgo (relative to
the bank) when, and only when, he
puts money into it . If he merely lets
his deposit accumulate, he derives n o
net income and suffers no net outgo .
There is no effect on net income at all .
What does occur is an increase in
capital . He cannot have his cake an d
eat it too . If we accept the fiction tha t
the man who allows his savings to
accumulate in the bank virtually
receives the interest, we must, to be
consistent, also accept the fiction tha t
he virtually redeposits it . That is, if we
suppose the teller to hand over th e
interest across the counter, the
depositor's account certainly yields u p
"income" to him, but if we also sup -
pose him to hand it back, it must, i n
consistency, be charged as "outgo" ,
and the net result on his income i s
simply a cancellation. This procedure
reveals clearly the fact that the accu-
mulation is not income. It is increase
of capital . 47

Table A helps illustrate the income
accounting mechanics behind Fisher' s

example . Suppose an individual works to

earn $50,000 per year. The individual also

begins a saving program in order to

purchase a car in four years . The indi-

vidual puts $5,000 per year into a bon d

portfolio that yields 10 percent annually.

The earnings on the bond portfolio are

placed into a passbook savings account

that yields five percent annually. The

annual accounts in Table A illustrate the

self-cancelling "interactions" among the

individual's different funds and, therefore ,

the individual's net income or net cash

yield .

The first panel of TableA,Year 1 ,

shows the individual yielding the service s

of the property rights to a $50,000 check-

ing account in exchange for the disservic e

of working. However, $5,000 of the gros s

yield is "saved" from being income (net

yield) by being converted into capital i n

the form of a bond portfolio . The second

panel,Year 2, illustrates the gross yiel d

obtained from working and the return o n

the $5,000 bond portfolio. It also show s

the new savings in bonds and offsettin g

interaction between the bond portfoli o

and the savings account . The third panel ,

Year 3, shows the gross yield obtained

from working, the return on the $10,000

bond portfolio, and the return on the $ 50 0

savings account . It also shows the new

savings in bonds, the offsetting interactio n

between the bond portfolio and the

savings account, and the offsetting interac-

tion of the savings account with itself. The

final panel,Year 4, shows the gross yiel d

obtained from work, the return on the

$15,000 bond portfolio, and the return on

the $1,000 savings account . It also shows

the result on the individual's income or

net cash yield resulting from the planne d

dis-saving required to purchase a car.
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Table A: An Example of Fisher's Income Accounting

Year 1

Source of Yield

Gross Yield
from Specified Sourc e

(Money Income)

Negative
Yield

(Outgo)

Net Yield
for Year

(Actual Income )

Work
Checking Accoun t
Net Cash Yield

Year 2

Source of Yield

$ 50,00 0
45,000 (Spent)

$ 0
50,000

Negative
Yield

(Outgo)

$ 50,000
- 5,000 (Saved, Bonds )

45,000

Net Yield

for Yea r

(Actual Income)

Gross Yield
from Specified Source

(Money Income)

Work
Bond Portfolio
Checking Accoun t
Savings Account
Net Cash Yield

Year 3

50,000

500
45,000 (Spent)

0

50,00 0
500

50,000
500

- 5,000 (Saved, Bonds )

-500 (Saved )
45,000

Source of Yield

Gross Yield
from Specified Source

(Money Income)

Negative
Yiel d

(Outgo)

Net Yiel d
for Yea r

(Actual Income)

Work
Bond Portfolio
Savings Account
Checking Accoun t
Savings Accoun t
Net Cash Yield

Year 4

Source of Yield

50,000
1,000

25}
45,000 (Spent)

0

50,00 0
1,025

Negative
Yield

(Outgo)

50,00 0
1,000

2 5
- 5,000 (Saved, Bonds)

-1,025 (Saved)
45,000

Net Yield
for Yea r

(Actual Income)

Gross Yiel d
from Specified Sourc e

(Money Income)

Work 50,000 0 50,000

Bond Portfolio 16,500 16,500

Savings Account 1,076 .25 \y\ 1,0766
.
.255

Checking Account 67,576 .25 (Spent) 67,576.25

Savings Accoun t
Net Cash Yield 67,576 .25
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2. Fisher's Definition of Income and.
the Income Tax

When Fisher first presented his com-

prehensive definition of income in hi s

1906 book, The Nature of Capital and

Income, the United States had no income

tax. In fact, the Supreme Court had ruled

income tax legislation unconstitutional i n

1895. Consequently, Fisher gave little
thought to how his theory of incom e

could be integrated with the practical

problem of income taxation . As he la-

mented in his 1942 book, Constructive

Income Taxation : "An unfortunate result of

this omission was that when, seven years

later [1913],America adopted the Six-

teenth Amendment, some of those who

then proceeded to consult The Nature of

Capital and Income gained the impres-

sion that its theory of income could not be

practically applied"4" Indeed, not unti l

around the mid-1930s did Fisher himself

realize how readily his definition of in-

come could be applied to a workin g

income tax system . 49 Constructive In -

come Taxation presented a plan quit e

similar to the current-day proposal known

as the Unlimited Savings Allowance (USA)

Tax System, an expenditure (or

"spendings") tax with graduated marginal

tax rates .

Fisher's late discovery of this practical

model seems odd when one learns tha t

the expenditure tax proposed in 1921 b y

New York congressman and subsequen t

Secretary of the Treasury (1932-1933 )

Ogdon L. Mills was authored by one of

Fisher's Yale colleagues, Professor Thomas

S. Adams, who remarked to Fisher at th e

time that the legislation applied Fisher' s

definition of income, as embodied in The

Nature of Capital and Income . 51 Mill s
said that his expenditure tax proposa l

"maintains the principle of a graduated ta x

based on what economists have held to b e

true income for taxation purposes .." 5 1

An expenditure tax fits Fisher's notion

of a tax system that taxes actual income .

As a practical matter, income is bes t

measured by people's periodic expendi-

tures, because the price paid for an item i s

an expression of the buyer's subjective

valuation of the psychological satisfactio n

— the stream of services — the yield —

the income — he expects to receive fro m

the (capital) item purchased .

Contrast and Comparison of Rob-
ert Haig and Irving Fisher

Robert Haig, unlike Fisher, embarke d

on the task of defining income with th e

fledgling U .S. income tax firmly in mind .

In 1921, soon after the ratification of th e

Sixteenth Amendment, Haig wrote :

Congress has, for eight years past ,
collected taxes upon what it pleases to
call income. In no one of the thre e
statutes passed during that time has
Congress attempted to formulate
definitely a positive definition of
income. Moreover, eight years have
been insufficient to secure from the
courts a fully adjudicated definition . . . .
Such decisions as have been hande d
down appear to be leading toward a
definition of income so narrow and
artificial as to bring about result s
which from the economic point of
view are certainly eccentric and i n
certain cases little less than absurd. 52

Haig's concern about an undue nar-

rowing of the legal definition of income is ,

in some respects, a curiosity. The con-

cern, which was largely a reaction to the

Eisner stock dividend decision, is at odd s

with Fisher's concern about distinguishin g

capital from income . The narrowing o f

the definition of income that sparke d

Haig's concern resulted from the "gradua l

disentangling of income from capital" that

Fisher applauded.

Haig's concern is curious because he

was in complete agreement with Fishe r

about the proper theoretical definition of
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Exhibit 3: Irving Fisher's Prototype Tax Return
for a Net Cash Yield System

A. Work

1 . Net cash receipts from salaries, wages, fees, commission s

B. Investments, Etc .

2. Net cash receipts from private business, partnerships, syndicates, pool s

3. Dividends

4. Rents and Royalties

5. Interest received, less interest paid (the difference may be either pilus or

minus)

6. (As to principal of loans to others) repayments received on such loans less

any lendings made in the taxable year (may be plus or minus)

7. (As to principal of loans from others) any borrowings less repayment? (may

be plus or minus)

8. All cash received from the from sales of investments, less all cash paid out i n

purchases of investments and less all brokerage and other expenses incidental t o

said transactions (plus or minus)

9. Cash from windfalls, gifts, bonuses, insurance, bequests, etc .

10. Net cash from any other sources (specify )

11. Total Net Cash Yield from "investments, etc ." (sum of lines 2-10)

C. Cash Balances

12. Cash on hand at the beginning of year

13. Cash on hand at end of year

14. Net cash yield from Cash Balances (line 12 less line 13) (plus or minus)

Summary

15. (A) From work (line 1 repeated)

16. (B) From "Investments, etc ." (line 11 repeated)

17. (C) Drawn (net) from cash balances (line 14 repeated )

18. Total Net Cash Yield from all sources (sum lines 15, 16, 17, but subject t o

any deductions authorized by law**)

Final Resul t

19. Taxable Spendings (line 18 less any deductions authorized by law )

* When these repayments to others consist of paying off mortgages on a dwelling or othe r

consumer good, the repayment may be treated as spendings .
** No deductions of income are recommended, such as from tax-exempt securities .

Source : Irving Fisher and Herbert W . Fisher, Constructive Income Taxation : A Proposal fo r

Reform (New York : Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1942), p . 8 .
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income. "Modern economic analysis,"

wrote Haig, "recognizes that fundamentally

income is a flow of satisfactions, of intan-

gible psychological experiences . . . . A

man strives for the satisfaction of hi s

wants and desires and not for objects fo r

their own sake . . . . The testimony of our

leading economists on this point is unani-

mous ."u Indeed, Irving Fisher provided a

sample of the testimony Haig quoted i n

defense of his argument . And the other

quotational testimony used by Haig, all o f

which post-dated Fisher's seminal work ,

teemed with Fisher's intellectual influ-

ence .

However, Haig parted ways with Fishe r

when he derived a measurement for th e

theoretical definition of income. He

danced around the concept of yield

income, but ultimately rejected it in favo r

of accretion income . Two discernable

reasons account for this rejection . First ,

Haig, unlike Fisher, focused his attentio n

on the practical problem of defining

income for purposes of taxation, and ,

therefore, something "less diaphanous an d
elusive than . . . psychic satisfactions ." 5 4

This focus led to "money income" as the

best measure of psychic satisfactions .
Second, and related to the notion of

money income, Haig, despite his criticisms

of the tax laws, deferred to the definitiona l

precedents established by the fledgling

income tax code — which, in turn, gave

deference to (1) traditional mercantile
accounting methods and (2) popular usage

of the term income .

Haig, however, clearly understood the

economic implications of making these

concessions to practicability and common

terminological usage . In a statement tha t

sounds like Fisher, Haig said :

It should be carefully noted that, first ,
when one abandons "usances" an d
satisfactions and substitutes the goods
and services yielding these satisfac-

tions, he is taking a step away from th e
fundamentals, for two equal sets of
goods and services may yield ver y
different satisfactions ; and second, i f
one takes the next step, as mos t
income tax laws do in the main, an d
substitutes money received during a
period in place of goods and service s
used, as the content of the ter m
income, he has really moved a very
appreciable distance from the funda-
mental conception . . . .5s

Haig agrees with Fisher on the funda-

mental nature of income. They differ on

how to make the fundamental practical fo r

tax purposes . Fisher ultimately accepte d

the practicality of taking the first step

away from the fundamentals by includin g

the money spent on goods and services .

However, Haig parted ways with Fishe r

(unless strict qualifications are made)

when he accepted the second step awa y

from fundamentals and said that "everyone

is, in effect, considered to be in receipt o f

his income when he gets the money wit h

which to buy the goods and service s
which will yield the usances and satisfac-

tions which go to make up his true in-

come." "

Haig's deference to the popular usage

of the term "income" is put more forth-

rightly in a 1908 passage from Professor R .

T. Ely, which Haig quotes in support of hi s

viewpoint: "Money income should ,

perhaps, refer to the value of the goods

consumed and the services enjoyed ,

although in popular speech and by man y

economists the word is used in the literal

sense of the net amount of money that

comes in, whether it is spent for enjoyabl e

things or is saved ." 57 This popular usag e

violates Fisher's notion of true incom e

because it fails to distinguish betwee n

money income expended and money

income saved; that is, between incom e

and capital .
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Haig seemed to at once understand

this violation and to be confused by it .

With his "either-or" language, he estab-

lished an equivalence between consump-

tion itself and the latent power to con-
sume . In the summation of his argument ,

he defaulted to the latent-power-to-con-

sume approach because it was mos t

closely aligned with accounting practic e

and the operation of working income tax

systems :

Perhaps it is clear, then, how and wh y
the fundamental economic conception
of income as a flow of satisfactions
must undergo substantial modificatio n
to fit it for use in economic analysis
generally and for use particularly as a
basis for apportioning a tax burden .
The satisfactions themselves become
economically significant for the pur-
pose only when they are susceptible o f
evaluation in terms of money. It is
necessary as a practical proposition to
disregard the intangible psychological
factors and have regard either for the
money-worth of the goods and ser-
vices utilized during a given period o r
for the money itself received durin g
the period supplemented by the
money-worth of such goods and
services as are received directly with -
out a money transaction .

If the first option is taken, viz. , the
money-worth of the goods and ser-
vices utilized during a given period ,
we arrive at a pure consumption tax . .
. . The second option, however, has
been the one generally adopted as th e
definition of income in modern in-
come tax acts . Under this conception ,
income becomes the increase o r
accretion in ones power to satisfy hi s
wants in a given period in so far as that
power consists of (a) money itself, or,
(b) anything susceptible of valuatio n
in terms of money. More simply
stated, the definition of income which
the economist has to offer is this :
Income is the money value of the net
accretion to one's economic power

between two points of time . 5"

This definition of income shows the

stark contrast between Haig and Fisher ,
despite their intellectual departure from

the same starting point . Haig arrived at hi s

definition of income by drawing an eco-

nomic equivalence between (1) th e

money-worth of the goods and service s

utilized during a given period and (2) th e

money itself (plus any savings) acquire d

during the period; that is, he asserted an

equivalence between consumption and

the latent power to consume . In drawing

his equivalence, Haig neglected the

requisite double-entry income accounting

that cancels out of "income" that which i s

saved. He, like the mercantile bookkeep-

ing tradition and unlike Fisher, counted

capital accumulation as income .

As Fisher said: "The seeming contra-

diction between money income and

enjoyable income is readily resolved if we

consider debits and credits ." 59 How

people use their money is what matters .

Possibilities are not actualities . "In taxa-

tion, [money] should merely personify

what it is used for. Whatever its origin —

whether wages or isolated capital gains —

the test should be its destination — its

purpose — itsfunction. So far as it buys

real income, its flow should be entered on

the government books as income . So fa r

as it buys capital, it should be entered on

the government books as capital . Thus ,

the income tax would hit every spendin g

and miss every investment."'"

How Haig and Fisher reacted to th e

Supreme Court's Eisner decision (that

stock dividends are not income) reveals

the conceptual gulf between the accretio n

and yield concepts of income . Thei r

reaction also reveals how the operating

legal definition of income, based on the

mere realization of cash receipts, is an

inadequate splitting of the difference

between the two economic concepts .

Both Haig and Fisher agreed with the
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outcome of the Court's decision, but fo r

opposite reasons .

Haig argued that the adoption of

accretion income led to the conclusio n

"that stock-dividends are not income, but
the reason is not that the income has not

yet accrued to the shareholder when th e

stock-dividend is declared, but rather that ,

economically, it has accrued to the share -

holder even before the stock-dividend was

declared, viz., if and when the improved

economic position of the corporation was

reflected in the holdings of the stock -

holder with sufficient definiteness to be

susceptible of evaluation .."" To insist, like

the Supreme Court, that a taxpayer is no t

in possession of income until a receipt of

cash is realized creates a definition of

income so narrow that it becomes impos-
sible to "remove the inequity as betwee n

different classes of security holders " ' Tax

should not be contingent on a financia l
transaction subject to the security holder' s

discretion. All security holders should be

taxed, according to Haig, when the change

in the stock's value is measurable .

Within Fisher's concept of yield

income, the decision that stock dividend s

do not constitute income is obvious .

Fisher's criticism of the Court was that th e

reasoning behind the decision stopped fa r

short of a coherent principle . He argued

that realization, as the Court expressed th e

concept, provides no real guidance to the

definition of income problem, because i t

continued to blur the distinction betwee n

capital and income . Indeed, Justic e

Brandeis, in his dissent to the Eisner

decision, unwittingly buttressed Fisher' s

point when he said that"[s]o far as [busi-

ness owners'] profits are represented b y

stock received as dividends they will pay

these taxes not upon their income but

only upon the income of their income ." 63

But income does not yield income, only

capital yields income — highlighting

Fisher's conclusion that " [w]ithout a law

which takes account of reinvestment it is ,

of course, difficult to determine any

general rules or presumption :'

Fisher also wondered, with Haig ,

about the equity implications of th e

Court's realization criterion . But his

analysis focused on the "true income" of a
taxpayer as opposed to accrued economic

power :

Evidently the tax, to be just, should be
levied not according to what [a tax-
payer] might do but to what he does
do . If the administration of the tax
laws were so perfected as to take tru e
account of stock sales and purchases ,
the man who sells stock (whether new
or old) without reinvestment, thu s
obtaining income, not offset, would b e
taxed, while the man who did not sel l
would not be taxed because he had n o
true income .

We may say that a stock dividend is
economically equivalent to a cash
dividend combined with a cash invest-
ment. If I receive $1,000 in cash as a
dividend and immediately turn bac k
the $1,000 in purchase of more stock,
the result to the company, to me and
to all concerned is precisely the sam e
as though I had simply received the
stock. Therefore the tax situation also
should be the same in the two cases .
The fact that the two cases are not
treated as identical is a clear indict-
ment of the whole present method of
collecting our income tax, because it
disregards the reinvestment entirely
while investments left to slumber go
untaxed. The law should be revised to
avoid the ridiculous anomalies result-
ing or we should frankly face the fact
that we have a "hit or miss" capital

levy.°' s

The Juxtaposition of Henry
Simons, Haig, and Fisher

History has merged Haig's and Simons '

thoughts about income to establish the

label Haig-Simons income . However,
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despite the similarities, Haig and Simons

had different interpretations about what

they thought their definition of incom e

measured. Simons, unlike Fisher and Haig ,

held the view that thinking about income

as a flow of benefits was distracting .

Instead, he strove to establish a categorica l

distinction between income from things

and income to people. In making this

distinction, Simons tried to draw a clea r

line between his definition of income to

people and Fisher's services-from-capita l

concept. To some degree, however,

Simons' categorical distinction amounted

to hair-splitting . Fisher's yield income

postulates income to people from capital .

Simons wanted to stress the propriety

of including capital accumulation (with

special emphasis on the appreciation of a

person's savings) in the definition of

income . While he acknowledged that th e

notion of income from things (what Fishe r

meant by yield income) represented th e

"most common in economic theory," h e

found this traditional economic concep-

tion to be inadequate . His preferre d

definition, income to people, followe d

Haig in emphasizing the notion of eco-

nomic power as it manifested itself

through economic "gain ."

The measurement of personal income ,

said Simons,"implies estimating merely the

relative results of individual economic

activity during a period of time .."'

Personal income may be defined as the
algebraic sum of (1) the market value
of rights exercised in consumption an d
(2) the change in the value of the store
of property rights between the begin-
ning and end of the period in ques-
tion . In other words, it is merely th e
result obtained by adding consump-
tion during the period to "wealth" at
the end of the period and then sub-
tracting "wealth" at the beginning . The
sine qua non of income is gain, as our
courts have recognized in their more

lucid moments — and gain to someone
during a specified time interval.'

Simons's reference to the courts

echoes the comments made by Haig with

regard to the unwarranted narrowing o f

the definition of income . The Supreme

Court, in its Eisner decision on stock

dividends, explicitly rejected the idea that

"gain accruing to capital" represente d

income. Instead, the Court emphasize d

that income is "derived" or realized as the

receipt of cash from an exchange of

property, in the form of either remunera-

tion or the profit from a financial transac-

tion. By contrast, Simons, like Haig ,

rejected (in theory) the realization crite-

rion emphasized by the Court and though t

that accretion of capital value constitute d

the essence of income .

Simons, like Fisher, though with

different emphasis, also rejected the ide a

"that methods of calculation deemed

expedient in business indicate exhaus-

tively the real meaning of income : "

Simons further explains himself whil e

coming to Haig's defense :

A standard manual on our federal
income tax quotes Professor Haig's
definition of income and then remarks :
"It should include the word realized "
— as though the omission were only a
careless oversight! This view is widely
held by accountants, by the courts ,
and even by some economists . It
derives clearly enough from th e
conventional practices of financia l
accounting . The accountant, faced
with problems of valuation for which
data are often meager, has developed
and followed religiously a rule-of-
thumb procedure which sacrifice s
relevance to "accuracy." Instead of
attempting the best estimate whic h
can be made, he is usually content to
employ figures already available in his
accounts and thus to minimize de-
mands upon mere judgement . . . .
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Income, for him, is perhaps only wha t
may be reported safely to unsophisti-
cated directors as income . He aims, it
would seem, never to ascertain what
income is, in any really definabl e
sense, but rather to devise rules of
calculation which will make the resul t
a minimum or at least give larg e
answers only in the future!''

Haig came to his own defense, wit h

regard to the concept of realization, in this
way: " [ W] e say in effect that nothing

appreciates in value until it is sold . This ,

of course, is not in accord with economi c

facts, however perfectly it may synchro-

nize with accounting practice . The truth

is that certain so-called accounting prin-

ciples have been evolved with other end s

primarily in view than the accurate deter-

mination of relative taxpaying ability." 71

In a continuation of this reasoning ,

Simons argued that " [t] hose who empha-

size realization are attempting to defin e

personal income in terms of transactio n

profit .."71 But he did not think an adequate

conception of annual personal income

could be built around the idea of transac-

tion profit (realization). In sum, Simons

position was that :

One may gain without realizing an d
realize without gaining ; and, if either i s
essential to the existence of income ,
the other must be excluded . Common
sense and established usage sugges t
that gain is the sine qua non ; but
much of the current discussion of th e
income concept, especially by the
courts, may be regarded as emphasiz-
ing realization to the exclusion o f
gain . . . . Realization, broadly conceived ,
is something achieved only in con-
sumption, for only there does one find
a stopping-place among the sequenc e
of economic relations . Consumption
is essentially a destruction, a using-up ,
an end. Such a solution to the di-
lemma, however, is not one that wil l
commend itself to most advocates of

the realization criterion. Indeed, it
finds almost a lone supporter —
Professor Fisher. . . . 7 2

Haig seems to have missed this poin t

about the logical finality of realization ,

which may explain why he erroneously

postulated an economic equivalence

between Fisher's yield concept and hi s

accretion concept . But Simons knew that

the conceptual gulf between yield an d

accretion could not be bridged, despite hi s

acknowledgement of the logical soundness

of Fisher's yield income concept. As a

result, Simons differed from Haig in hi s

emphasis on what the definition of incom e

should measure. Haig argued, in language

similar to Fisher's, that his definition o f

income constituted "the closest practica l

approximation of true income . It coin-

cides very closely indeed with the flow of

economic `usances' and satisfactions

expressed in terms of money, which al l

economists agree constitutes the thing

after all we are attempting to measure ."

For Simons, however," [p] ersonal incom e

connotes, broadly, the exercise of contro l

over the use of society's scarce resources .

It has to do not with sensations, services ,

or goods but rather with rights which

command prices (or to which prices ma y

be imputed)" 74

Indeed, Simons asserted "the folly of

describing income as a flow." 75 Neverthe-

less, he argued that Haig's definition of

income, with its emphasis on "economic

power," properly carries "the essentia l

implication that income is a mere valu e

fact ; that the things to be valued . . . are

rights; and that the idea of gain is funda-

mental .' Defining income as "gain "

facilitates measurement, because th e

notion of gain isolates the value of th e

store of rights at given points in time . "We

do best in general," said Simons,"to regar d

income not as something accruing or
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flowing with time — for such language is
dangerously figurative — but merely as a

result imputed to particular periods :'"

Simons' rejection of income as a flow
of satisfactions in favor of income as the

exercise and accumulation of propert y

rights clearly reveals that he had no

interest in distinguishing between capital
and income, because property rights
simply amount to claims on the wealth

embodied in capital . In a manner reminis-

cent (but the reverse) of Fisher's inquir y

into the nature of capital, Simons asserted

that the historical confusion over the

definition of income

arises largely from the manner i n
which the problem is stated. Most
discussion appears to be directed
toward answering the question : What
kind of items are income and what
kind, not income? At the risk of
seeming pedantic, one may insist tha t
inquiry is more properly addressed t o
a different problem : How should the
calculation of income proceed? In-
come is merely the result of certain
arithmetical operations ; and confusion
is inescapable as soon as one attempt s
to classify receipts into income and

not-income ."

This perspective turns Fisher's theo-

retical framework on its head. It seems to

perpetuate rather than solve the definition

of income problem. Simons' statement

implies a reverse in the direction o f

causality in income theory. His argumen t

violates the reciprocal relationship be-

tween capital and income. Capital has

value because items of capital promise a

flow of services — income — to people .

Capital appreciation generally results from

positive changes in the assessment by

market participants of the discounted flow

of services the capital is expected to yield.

The value of apples economically dictates

the value of the orchard .

Simons, by contrast, argued that the

market value of apples is determined by

the market value of the orchard . He

asserted in this regard "that there is no

circularity in the position that valu e

determines income ." 79 He reckoned that

the relation between income (yield)
and value, in the case of capital goods ,
is by no means a one-way relation . The
cost of instruments has importan t
consequences for their rate of produc-
tion; and the rate of productio n
certainly affects their yield or produc-
tivity. The statement that income
(yield) determines or causes value is
only a dangerous half-truth, for incom e
(yield) is not a datum in the problem."

But, in fact, as Fisher would argue ,
yield is the datum in the problem (assum-

ing a stable discount rate). If capital yields

no services it will cost nothing, because i t

will be valued as worthless .

Despite this conceptual gulf, Simon s

thought that the "quarrel" between him

and Fisher was "essentially one of terminol-

ogy rather than of logic ."' Fisher dis-

agreed. The reason for Simons' interpreta-
tion had to do with Fisher's substantive

(but perhaps rhetorically confusing)

distinction between "income" and "earn-

ings ."

Fisher's definition of "earnings "

equates to "accretion," which is the Haig-

Simons definition of income . Fisher

readily acknowledged the practical conve-

nience of the accretion concept for th e

purpose of business bookkeeping. Never-

theless, Fisher maintained that accretio n

"consists of two very unlike ingredients —

yield and capital-increase ."' Given these

two unlike ingredients, argued Fisher, "one

referring to income which is realized or

actual and the other to income which is

earned or potential, it would seem that the

basic term income should be preferably

applied to what is real rather than to what
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is hypothetical ."" First, how peopl e

actually use their resources is all impor-

tant. Only when capital is liquidated and

spent does it become a measure of actual

income. Second, and more to the point ,

yield constitutes the more fundamenta l

concept, because yield is what peopl e

capitalize . The capital-accumulation

component of earnings or accretion i s

causally dependent upon the concept o f
yield . "The fundamental term income,"

argued Fisher,"seems to befit best th e

more fundamental of the two concepts"'

What was Simons's response t o

Fisher's line of reasoning? Rename the

income tax an "earnings tax." "This con-

cession," he mused, "might serve to focu s

attention on significant issues .' Fisher

could not have agreed more . He had

insisted for decades that "the main

desideratum is to use correct concepts in

our thinking, statistics, tax legislation, tax

administrations and judicial decisions, not

simply to insist on the use of certain

terminology"'

Double Taxation
"In science," Fisher warned, "logica l

distinctions are inexorable, and their

violation always brings retribution ."" The

Haig-Simons (accretion) concept of in-

come for taxation purposes violates the

inexorable distinction between capital an d

income. Specifically, it includes capita l

accumulation in the definition of income .

The retribution has been more than eigh t

decades of double taxation .

The double taxation that results fro m

including capital accumulation in the
definition of income is analogous to, but

different from, the more familiar forms o f

double taxation :

(l) Different levels of domestic govern-
ment taxing the same person's o r
business's income,

(2) more than one country taxing the
same person's or business's income ,
and
(3) the taxation of both corporate
profits and the distribution of the
profits to shareholders . (Neither
Simons nor Fisher found any justifica-
tion for a corporate income tax .)'

A simple example of an apple tree can

illustrate the fundamental economic issu e
involved in the double taxation problem .

The tree represents capital . The apples

the tree yields represent income to th e

owner of the tree . Furthermore, the

capital value of the tree "is entirely deriva-

tive and has no separate existence" from

the present (or discounted) value of the

apples the tree is expected to yield ."y This

relationship of capital to yield refers bac k

to Fisher's seminal thesis which states that

capital and income (yield) are alternativ e

modes of measuring wealth, not two

different types of wealth . To tax the tre e

and the apples, therefore, is to tax the

same quantity of wealth twice .

To illuminate this fact further, suppos e

(1) the tree owner saves some of hi s

apples to invest in a new tree, (2) on e

barrel of apples buys one tree, and (3) a 50

percent tax is imposed on apples . The 50

percent tax doubles the cost of the tre e

owner's investment to one tree for every

two barrels of apples saved. This cost may

be stated equivalently as one tree's wort h

of apple production for every two barrels

of apples saved . Taxation of the savin g

used to invest in the purchase of a new

tree is, therefore, equivalent to a pre-ta x

on the yield of apples from the new tree .

Thus, the tax on apples results in doubl e

taxation so long as the tax fails to distin-

guish between apples saved and apples

not saved.
A neutral income tax — that is, a n

income tax using a proper definition o f

taxable income — would either tax the
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Exhibit 4: Why Additions to Capital Cannot Count as Incom e

Fisher's challenge to the orthodox, but muddled, conceptions of capital and incom e

had little to do with the insistence on terminology . He was happy to continue counting

capital accumulation as income, "if we are willing to give up saying that capital value i s

the capitalized value of expected income ." *

Fisher rejected the notion that capital accumulation, under a rigorous scientifi c

definition, can belong to the category called income . He based his technical argument

on the fact that additions to capital (both saving and savings) are not discounted lik e

items of income . Fisher assumed that the term "income" should describe the most

fundamental concept : Income is that which people capitalize . If capital accumulation i s

part of what is termed income, then a new term must be invented to describe tha t

which is capitalized .

Key differences exis t

between capital and income . Capital Addition s

Each difference relates to the Year Value to Capital Income

all-important fact that additions

to capital have no independent
0

$30,101 $- $ -
1 30,606 505 1,000

existence apart from the value
2 31,137 530 1,000

of the flow of expected 3 31,694 557 1,000
income . The value of capital 4 32,278 585 1,000
will vary based upon (1) the 5 32,892 614 1,000
time period in which each item 6 33,537 645 1,000

of expected income accrues, 7 34,214 677 1,000

(2) the variation in the size of 8 34,924 711 1,000

each item of expected income 9 35,671 746 1,000

in the flow, and (3) the rate of 10 36,454 784 1,000

interest used to discount the 11 37,277 823 1,000

flow. Two other points are 12 38,141 864 1,000

13 39,048 907 1,000
crucial . First, items of actual

14 40,000 952 1,000
income can be varied at will,

15 40,000 0 2,000
each independently of the _ _ _ _

others . Additions to capital _ _ _ _

cannot be known until the _ - _

flow-pattern of all of the actua l
income is known. Second, th e

flow of expected income is invariable with respect to the interest rate . However, to a

significant degree the value of additions to capital does depend on the interest rate .

As a general principle, then, the value of capital at the beginning of any accountin g

period is composed of the sum of two parts . The first part is the discounted value of the

income accruing during that period . The second part is the discounted value of th e

capital at the end of that period - but, it is vital to understand that this end-perio d

capital value is equal to the discounted value of all subsequent income . Additions to

capital are capitalized income, not income itself .
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Exhibit 4: Why Additions to Capital Cannot Count as Income (cont .)

An examination of the table below helps illustrate this general principle . The table

shows an annuity which has an expected income of $1,000 for the first 14 years an d
$2,000 in perpetuity thereafter. Assuming an interest (or discount) rate of five percent ,

the price (or initial capital value) of this annuity is equal to $30,101 . As the table

shows, the annuity will have a capital accumulation phase over the first 14 years, a t

which point the capital value will grow to $40,000 — the capital value of a perpetua l

annuity that pays $2,000 in actual income per year with a five percent rate of interest .

One can demonstrate that the $9,899 of capital accumulation (or the annua l

additions that sum to $9,899) does not play the same role in the capitalization proces s

as the actual payments of expected income designated by the annuity . That is, incom e

and additions to capital value represent fundamentally different things — so the y

cannot both belong to the category called income .

The most straight forward demonstration of this fact comes from recalculating th e

price (initial capital value) of this annuity assuming that the additions to capital ar e

income. Making such an assumption means that the numbers in the columns labele d

"Additions to Capital" and "Income" are summed together and that the resulting tim e

series (flow) is discounted at a five-percent rate of interest . The resulting present valu e

becomes $36,836 instead of the correct valuation of $30,101 .

The initial capital value increases by $6,734 when saving counts as income becaus e

double counting takes place . Items — additions to capital — that represent th e

discounted value of future income are being counted as items of current income .

Moreover, this double counting is taking place on a compounded basis .

Another demonstration may provide more intuition . Suppose that the annuitan t
sold his annuity at the end of the first year for $30,606 and the initial $30,101 i s

reinvested . This situation would indeed increase the annuitant's first year income b y

$505. But this increased income comes at the expense of future income, because th e

annuitant has now lost one year's worth of capital accumulation. Reinvesting th e

$30,101 will now only purchase a flow of income equal to $983 .50 for 13 years and

$1,967 in perpetuity thereafter . The annuitant must reinvest the full $30,606 in order

to preserve the original $1,000 and $2,000 income streams . However, reinvesting the

full amount precludes the annuitant from counting the $505 as current income . It

follows, therefore, that an increase in current income comes at the expense capita l

accumulation — the capitalization of future income . Capital and income are mutuall y

exclusive categories . Or, as Fisher would say: "You can't have your cake and eat it

too . "

Irving Fisher, "Professor Fetter on Capital and Income," Journal of Political Economy, Vol . 15 ,
p. 426 . The numerical example presented in this Exhibit derives from the discussion presented i n
this citation (pp . 426-433)
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saving (the tree or the principle of an

investment) or the apples (the return to

saving) . But an income tax using accre-

tion income (or the accounting concept o f

realization) instead of yield income woul d

tax the saving represented by the new tree

and also tax the apples from the new tree .

Therefore, an income tax that uses accre-

tion income results in an effective tax rate

of 75 percent rather than the statutory rate

of 50 percent — 1 .5 barrels of tax (fro m

both the saving and the yield from invest-

ment) for every two barrels saved rather

than one barrel of tax for every two save d

using yield income . The extra 25 percent

is the measure of the double taxation .

The analogy to the apple tree holds for

any form of physical, financial, or human

capital . The validity of this thesis has been

acknowledged by several giants in the fiel d

of economics — namely, John Stuart Mill ,

Alfred Marshall, and Arthur C . Pigou . 9 ' Mil l

seems to have been the first to articulate

the problem:

[T] he proper mode of assessing an
income-tax would be to tax only the
part of income devoted to expendi-
ture, exempting that which is saved .
For when saved and invested (and al l
savings, speaking generally, are in-
vested) it thenceforth pays an income -
tax on the interest or profit which i t
brings, notwithstanding that it ha s
already been taxed on the principle .
Unless, therefore, savings are ex-
empted from income-tax, the contribu-
tors are twice taxed on what they
save, and only once on what the y
spend . . . .To tax the sum invested ,
and afterward to tax also the proceeds
of the investment, is to tax the same
portion of the contributor's mean s
twice over. "

However, Fisher detailed the elements

of the double taxation problem more

thoroughly than anyone . The primary

error made by the proponents of the

accretion concept of income, argued

Fisher, is that they violate the age-old

principle of double-entry accounting .

"Unfortunately," he said, "there has bee n

too much haste to get at the total income

received by an individual from all sources

to permit a patient study of each item of

income flowing from each item of source .

. . . Most of the confusions over incom e

are due to the failure always to relate eac h

item of income to its [capital] source ,

combined with the failure to see that a n

item of income credited to one kind o f

wealth is often, at the very same time, an

item of outgo (negative income) relatively

to some other kind [of wealth] ." 92 In fact ,

the only items of individual economic

activity that do not have an offsettin g

service or disservice are labor and con-

sumption. Labor (psychic sacrifice) is a

negative item only. Consumption, or more

fundamentally, psychic satisfaction, is a

positive item only.
The omission of a careful netting-out

of all income sources speaks directly to

the question of the double counting of

income and, therefore, double taxation .

Double counting occurs when mone y

saved is included in the defmition of

income. Fisher acknowledged that "sav-

ings come out of [money] income ." How-

ever, one can escape misunderstanding

if we add that the phrase "savings
come out of income" is not to be take n
in the sense that savings were firs t
income and afterward became capital .
On the contrary, these savings alway s
were, and still remain capital . They
are "saved" from becoming income .
Savings come out of income in the
sense that whatever amount is saved
diminishes current income by just
that much. It is contended that
savings, coming out of income, canno t
be in income. Those who regard
savings as taken out of income and yet
as still a part of income are guilty . . .
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of a species of double counting and of
a confusion between capital an d
income ."

Haig clearly regarded savings —

accretion to capital — as a part of income .

However, his views on double counting

are uncertain. Given his conviction that

"the net accretion to one's economic

strength in a given period constitutes . . .

the closest practicable approximation to

true income," Haig must have eithe r

thought that double counting was un-

avoidable or did not exist . He mentioned

John Stuart Mill's arguments about doubl e

taxation, but only in passing, and Hai g

seems to have concluded that Mill' s

arguments were unrelated to the quest fo r

a proper definition of income ."

Yet, as Fisher argued, a scientifically

consistent definition of income is centra l

to the question of the double taxation o f

income. Haig argued that his definition o f

income is "scientific in the sense that it i s

broad enough to include everything of lik e
nature . Anomalies are avoided by the very
simple expedient of casting the definition

in broad terms." Because of the

broadness of his definition, however, Hai g

rhetorically asked whether or not hi s

definition is so broad "that it includes

items fundamentally dissimilar ." He
answered that the "test of similarity ap-

plied is power in terms of money to
command goods and services yieldin g

usances and satisfactions ." 96 Yet this test
does not directly address the issue o f
dissimilarity — that is, income versus

capital . Haig never directly confronted th e

question of whether or not includin g

capital formation in his definition of

income constitutes double counting and ,

therefore, double taxation .

Haig may be silent on the double
taxation question because of his key

contention that " [n] o great harm is done if

the person who postpones spending his

money is taxed upon it when he receives

it rather than when he spends it :' 97 How-

ever, this statement contains only an

element of truth. It does not extend to

Haig's definition of income . It holds only
for income derived from labor, as Fisher' s
arguments indicated . Once money de-

rived from labor is saved, it enters into the

realm of mutually cancelling "interactions"

until the returns to saving are used fo r

consumption expenditures, at which point

the saver converts capital to actual in-

come. That Haig missed this point onc e

again relates back to his mistaken theoreti-

cal equivalence between the actual pur-

chase of satisfaction-yielding goods an d

services and the latent power to command

such goods and services .

The Taxation of Savings and Tax
Equity: Haig v. Fisher

Haig, as the stock dividend question

showed, was concerned with tax equity

among security holders. The quest for a

definition of income that resolved the tax -

equity problem may have distracted him

from the double taxation question . To

demonstrate the inequality of the Suprem e

Court's stock dividend decision, Haig set

up an example with three taxpayers

(Smith, Jones, and Williams) who each

own a like amount of stock in three

different, but equally profitable, corpora-

tions . The "economic power" of all three

has increased by $100,000, their share o f

the corporations' profits since the date
each taxpayer purchased the shares . Each

corporation treats their shareholders

differently. Smith receives a cash divi-

dend. Jones receives a stock dividend .

Williams receives no dispersement, bu t

the market value of his shares increases by

$100,000 as the result of his corporatio n
retaining its profit . Before the Eisner

stock-dividend decision, both Smith and

Jones were subject to individual income
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tax. Williams was not . After the decision ,

only Smith was subject to tax . Haig's

response to both situations was a rhetori-

cal question: "Can justice be established i n

an income tax as among [Smith, Jones, and

Williams] by any action short of makin g

each of them subject to income tax upon

the increase in his economic strengt h

resulting from the earnings of the corpora-

tion in which he is interested? . . . All of

them, under assumption, have received a

net accretion of economic strength during

the year definite enough to be susceptible

of evaluation . Can a more narrow concept

of income than this solve the proble m

here presented?"'

The answer is that Fisher's "more

narrow" definition of income — yiel d

income — can indeed solve the problems

presented. Furthermore, Fisher's defini-
tion even solves problems unaddressed b y

Haig, and offers a strong counter-challeng e

to Haig's accretion concept on th e

grounds of tax equity. Fisher, in essence ,

argued that Haig's definition of income i s

too broad. It taxes both income an d

capital . The accretion concept of income

for tax purposes results, therefore, i n

unequal tax burdens .
Fisher repeatedly demonstrated thi s

conclusion with his example of three

brothers (Duke, Jake, and Slim) each of

whom receives a net inheritance of

$100,000 ." The economy's market rate of

interest is five percent . Duke invests his

$100,000 in a perpetual annuity of $5,00 0

per year, none of which he reinvests . Jake

puts his in trust to accumulate at five

percent for 14 years, at which time, after

doubling his inheritance, he invests in a

perpetual annuity of $10,000 per year

which he does not reinvest . Slim, the

black sheep of the family, buys an annuity

of $20,000 per year for (nearly) six year s

and does not reinvest .

Tables B, C, and D report the annual

income of each brother under the concep t

of accretion income and Fisher's concep t
of yield income. Duke, as Table B shows,
has a perpetual income of $5,000 per year
under both concepts . Jake has annual
accretion income equivalent to the returns
on his growing capital stock, as Table C
reports . Under the yield income concept ,

Jake has no income for 14 years, and an

income of $10,000 per year thereafter .

Slim has annual accretion income equiva-

lent to the returns on his declining capital

stock, as Table D reports. Under the yield

income concept, Slim has an income o f
$20,000 per year for five years an d

$18,000 in year six, which would exhaus t

his capital stock .

If a 10 percent income tax is impose d

on the brothers, the two different defini-

tions of income produce much differen t

results. Yield income will tax each brother

equivalently on a present value basis .
However, accretion income, because of its

inherent double taxation, will burden each

brother differently on a present value

basis .
Under an income tax guided by the

concept of yield income, Duke would pay

$ 500 in income taxes annually, Jake woul d

pay no taxes for 14 years and pay $1,00 0

in taxes annually thereafter, and Sli m

would pay $2,000 in taxes annually for five

years and $1,797 in year six . Given the

five percent market rate of interest, thes e

tax-payment streams would be equivalen t

to each brother pre-paying their taxes in

the amount of $10,000 when they re-

ceived their inheritances . (The pre -

payment equivalence would also hold if it

were assumed that each of the brothers

received $100,000 in wages instead of

inheritance and then used their wages i n

the ways described in Fisher's example .

Restructuring the example to account for

a 10 percent tax on wages only shows th e

partial truth in Haig's statement that i t
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Table R• Duke's Tax Situation Under Accretion and Yield

	

Accretion

	

Yield

Year

	

Capital

	

Income

	

Tax

	

Income

	

Tax

Inheritance

	

100,000

Thereafter

	

100,000

	

5,000

	

500

	

5,000

	

500

Table C Jake's Tax Situation Under Accretion and Yield

Accretion

	

Yield
Year

	

Capital

	

Income

	

Tax

	

Income

	

Tax

Inheritance

	

100,000

	

*

	

*

	

*
1

	

105,000

	

5,000

	

500

	

0

	

0

2

	

110,250

	

5,250

	

525

	

0

	

0

3

	

115,763

	

5,513

	

551

	

0

	

0

4

	

121,551

	

5,788

	

579

	

0

	

0

5

	

127,628

	

6,078

	

608

	

0

	

0

6

	

134,010

	

6,381

	

638

	

0

	

0

7

	

140,710

	

6,700

	

670

	

0

	

0

8

	

147,746

	

7,036

	

704

	

0

	

0

9

	

155,133

	

7,387

	

739

	

0

	

0
10

	

162,889

	

7,757

	

776

	

0

	

0

11

	

171,034

	

8,144

	

814

	

0

	

0
12

	

179,586

	

8,552

	

855

	

0

	

0

13

	

188,565

	

8,979

	

898

	

0

	

0

14

	

197,993

	

9,428

	

943

	

0

	

0

14 .2

	

200,000

	

*

	

*
Thereafter

	

200,000

	

10,000

	

1,000

	

10,000

	

1,000

Table D: Slim's Tax Situation Under Accretion and Yield

Accretion

	

Yield

Year

	

Capital

	

Income

	

Tax

	

Income

	

Tax

Inheritance

	

100,000

	

*
1

	

85,000

	

5,000

	

500

	

20,000

	

2,000
2

	

69,250

	

4,250

	

425

	

20,000

	

2,000

3

	

52,713

	

3,463

	

346

	

20,000

	

2,000

4

	

35,348

	

2,636

	

264

	

20,000

	

2,000

5

	

17,116

	

1,767

	

177

	

20,000

	

2,000

6

	

0

	

856

	

86

	

17,971

	

1,797

Thereafter

	

0

	

0

	

0

	

0

	

0
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matters not when the tax is imposed . I t

also shows that the tax outcome of the

"flat tax" designed by economists Rober t

Hall and Alvin Rabushka''' would be the

same, in present value terms, to using

yield income .) Thus, under yield income ,

each brother bears an economically equal

tax burden .

However, each brother bears a differ-

ent tax burden under accretion income.
Duke, as Table B shows, would have th e

same tax payments — $500 annually —

using either accretion or yield income .

But, for Jake and Slim, using accretion

income creates much different tax bur-

dens, and violates the present value

equivalence of their tax payments, as on e

can discern from Tables B and C . Table B
shows the double counting inherent in the

concept of accretion income . Jake must

pay an annually increasing tax on hi s

saving for 14 years, after which he must

pay a tax on the $10,000 annually gener-

ated by his savings . Table C shows tha t

Slim, using accretion income, will pay tax

only on the returns generated by his

annually declining savings balance . His

consumption expenditures that resul t

from drawing down his saved inheritance

do not work into the equation . As a result ,

Slim's tax liability is markedly lower under

accretion income than under yield in -

come .

Comparing the present value equiva-

lents of the tax streams illustrates th e

double taxation that results from using

accretion income for taxation . Unlike the

outcome under yield income, where th e

present value of the tax stream for each o f

the brothers was $10,000, accretion

income returns a present-value equivalent

of $10,000 for Duke, $16,768 for Jake, an d

$1,580 for Slim. Jake, the most thrifty

brother, pays the most in taxes, while

Slim, the least thrifty, pays the least i n

taxes .

The outcome of Fisher's example

shatters Haig's apparent belief that taxing

consumption and the latent power to

consume are economically equivalent .

From this example, Fisher reasserted hi s

conclusion that an "income tax laid accord -

ing to the correct idea of income would

not disturb the comparative merits o f

these different income streams ; but if

income be interpreted to include savings ,

the tax would disturb them greatly.""" He

observed further that the "spendthrif t

[Slim] virtually has some of his taxes

remitted to him, whereas the saver [Jake ]

is made the victim of that too frequen t

concomitant of fallacious economic theory

— double taxation ; . . . Such a system of

taxation is clearly unjust, not to say that i t

discourages the saver, while it encourage s

the spendthrift ."'"

The Taxation of Savings and Tax
Equity: Simons v. Fisher

Simons never suffered Haig's illusion of

equivalence between yield and accretion .

He stated forthrightly that the "taxation o f

income, to many, will seem to favor

unduly the person who `consumes' inher-

ited capital as well as the income there-

from. These and other limitations are

simply inherent in income taxation per se ."

He accepted this outcome of his definition

of income despite his professed concer n

that "taxes should bear similarly upon

persons similarly situated" "' 3

The different outcomes that result

from using accretion income for taxation

reveals the pitfalls associated with Simons '

insistence on making "gain" the sine qua

non of the income definition and rejectin g

the traditional approach of defining

income as a flow. By contrast, Fisher' s

definition of income as a flow of service s

to people from capital avoids the problem

of double counting and reveals the vari-

able economic nature of income through
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periods of time that fails to correspon d

with arbitrarily designated accounting

periods .

Simons was unmoved by Fisher's line

of reasoning (and, based on his self-

proclaimed objective of using the incom e

tax to actively redistribute wealth, argu-

ably was indifferent to whether or not hi s

definition of income resulted in th e

imposition of double taxation) . Simons

clearly understood that his definition of

income included capital . He said that th e

"notion of accrual is really best reserved

for assets and liabilities . Interest accrue s

really not as revenue or expense but as an

asset or liability." 114 Simons was concerned

not with double taxation but only the

question of when capital value changes

should be recognized for tax purposes .

In fact, when Fisher raised the issue of

double counting with regard to Haig' s

definition of income, Simon asserted tha t

it was a "lame" criticism .'" Simons re-

jected Fisher's double counting criticism ,

because he rejected the premise of

Fisher's theory of income : The "discount-
ing process" underlying yield income ,

argued Simons ,

is conceived in terms of choices
between present and future consump-
tion goods, as though all saving were
intended as redistribution of consump-
tion through time. Now the observ-
able fact is that many people save
instead of consuming, just as som e
smoke pipes instead of cigarettes; and
it seems reasonable to hold that th e
choices are of the same order in th e
two cases . . . . To assume that al l
economic behavior is motivated b y
desire for consumption goods, presen t
and future, is to introduce a teleology

which is both useless and false ." OC

Simon's critique has two flaws. First ,

from Fisher's perspective, this statement

begs the question of double counting . But

from Simons' perspective, it does not ,

because of his erroneous contention tha t

the value of capital causally determine s

income. Second, the teleology Simons

referred to stems from a perspective that

he imputed to Fisher, an imputation which

may have resulted from Simons' rejection

of income as a flow concept . Fisher' s

analysis focused not on intertempora l

consumption, but on the flow of direc t

services from capital . The importance of

intertemporal consumption pattern s

represents just one result of Fisher' s

integrated analytical framework .

Simons was concerned only with the

accrual of economic power. He, there -

fore, focuses only on how people may

variously employ their purchasing power.

With regard to the question of whether or

not savings is income, he said that

not only is it gratuitous [for the pur-
poses of defining income] to divide
goods into those yielding pleasurable
sensations and those which are inter-
mediate [savings] but, if these words
mean anything at all, it seems hard to
deny that acquisition of property
rights may mean increase of power,
greater freedom, security, prestige, an d
respectability. . . . Income implies
achievement of certain objectives; and
these achievements we propose t o
measure by the impartial judgement o f
the market . The market asserts that
property rights are just property
rights, whether they permit one's
eating eggs or clipping coupons [from
bonds] . Likewise, the market value s
additional resources just as it values
vegetables ; and the economic circum-
stances of him who owns either i s
measured in terms of prices or values .
Why he may have bought claims t o
future goods, services, or funds, rather
than that which he might eat or drin k
at the moment, the market does not
inquire .

To ask whether savings are income
suggests again the disposition to think
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of income in terms of things. Saving is
accomplished by certain uses of
purchasing power; savings are expen-
diture . . . . Income is not saved or spent ;
it is rather a measure of saving and
consumption together. To maintain
that savings are not income is no t
illogical, however, if one is willing to
go the whole way and define income
as a concept already nicely covered b y
the word "consumption ." If savings are
not income, then depreciation is not
negative income; and all gain connota-
tions must be abandoned . This, Fisher
is willing to do ."'

Fisher rejects the notion that deprecia-

tion represents negative income for th e

same reason that he rejects the notion tha t

savings represent income: Changes in

capital value represent just that — capital ,

an economic valuation of the future

income (services) which capital is ex-

pected to provide. Fisher made a place for
depreciation as negative income in hi s

notion of "earnings," or business book-

keeping, but not in his notion of rea l

economic income .

Fisher argued that depreciation, as

reckoned in Simons' "gain" framework, i s

another fallacious holdover from th e

convention of accounting practice that
maintains the capital stock of a business a s

fixed over the accounting period . For

Fisher, how people use their money i s

everything. Income is a matter of money' s
actual function or economic use, not it s

form. Setting money aside in a fund fo r

repairs or improvements actually reduce s

current income (yield) and increases

current capital by the same magnitude so

as to offset the depreciation . Economi c

depreciation, in fact, represents a measure

of the service — the income — generated

by the use of an item of capital . Merely

reckoning depreciation as a bookkeeping

procedure does not reduce current in -

come. It artificially masks actual income .

"There is, therefore, a vast differenc e
between reckoning a depreciation fun d
and actually sacrificing it . "'R

Conclusion: Making
the Theoretical Defini-
tion of Income Practical

Fisher, Haig, and Simons all thought

that accretion income represented an
ideal . Fisher thought accretion (what he
called "earnings") represented a
bookkeeper's "hypothetical norm ." This

norm provides a practical benchmark tha t

leaves capital intact over an accountin g

period in order to measure "actual income

[yield] and the deviation from which in

one direction or the other registers th e

depreciation or the 'savings : " 109 However,

only actual income in the sense of yield, i n

Fisher's view, provides a proper incom e

tax base. Haig and Simons, by contrast,
thought of accretion as the ideal measure
of actual income and, therefore, the idea l

income tax base . This difference o f

opinion about the ideal form of incom e

has important implications for tax law an d

tax administration .

Fisher boasted that, in addition to the

all-important goal of eliminating double

taxation, his income tax proposal, based

on yield income, would be the mos t

simple system yet devised. He said that "in

order to adhere strictly to a money

economy, we wish to avoid appraisals ; that

is, we wish to tax only net cash yield ,

which means spendings, which means real

income as approximately measured by

spendings""" Thus, Fisher's recom-

mended system would strictly adhere to

double-entry, cash yield accounting . I t

would be "entirely free from such trouble-

some questions as what markdowns are t o

be taken on merchandise, how much shall

be written off for bad debts, what is

legitimate depreciation and depletion —
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questions which are uncertain, debatable ,

and often costly to decide."" '

Haig and Simons understood the

practical difficulties of applying their

definition of income. In fact, Simons said
that if "one accepts our definition of

income, one may be surprised that it has

ever been proposed seriously as a basis fo r

taxation. Income, so conceived, would be

readily and accurately measurable only in a

world where goods and services fell neatl y

into a small number of homogeneous

classes ; also, where definite market prices

were available at all times for evaluation o f

all commodities and capital assets i n

existence."' "

Both Haig and Simons acknowledge d

that a tax code based on accretion incom e

would require compromising on th e

theoretical integrity of that definition of

income. They argued, nevertheless, tha t

their ideal income should exist both as a

guide and as a benchmark for the judge-

ment of working tax law. Haig conceded

that it is a "long step for the economis t

between his general definition of incom e
and the content of the category which i n

his opinion forms the best basis for th e

imposition of an income tax . . . . A perfec t

income tax is unattainable so long a s

modifications must be made because of

imperfections in our standard of value, our

accounting, and our administration ."" {

"Strictly speaking," added Simons, "the

calculation of income demands complete

revaluation of all assets and obligations a t

the end of every period. Practically, the

question is : How shall the requisite valu e
estimates be obtained? This is where th e

realization criterion may properly b e

introduced as a practical expedient . But

the problem here is one of administration ,

not of definition ."'" Simons, in language

like Haig's, rationalized his willingness t o
default to the realization concept, which

he aggressively criticized in theory, by

arguing that "every income tax is, an d

probably must be, based largely on pre-

sumptions . . . .Tax laws do not really

define income but merely set up rules a s

to what must be included and what may

be deducted ; and such rules by no mean s

define income because they are neithe r

exhaustive nor logically coherent "" s

Yet even if a general awareness of an

"ideal income" serves as a benchmark t o

help improve the system of presumptions ,

an acceptance of logical incoherence i n

the tax laws exacerbates the inherent ,

appraisal-based complexities associate d

with using accretion income as a tax base .

A fine line separates economic analysi s

that, on the one hand, criticizes court

decisions for unduly "narrowing" the

definition of income and, on the othe r

hand, implicitly sanctions the courts '

opinions because of inadequate standard s

of value, inadequate accounting methods ,

and inadequate administrative methods .

Such a default, even if it had an ideal

definition of income as a guide, inevitably

ends in idle comments like that made by

Simons : "Our income taxes . . . mus t

follow the realization criterion, but not so

blindly and reverently as in the past ." '

Such a default also leads immediately to

the never-ending, but "real questions,"

asked rhetorically by Haig : "Is it justifiable

to treat this item of income in some

special way as compared with other item s

of income because of special circum-
stances surrounding its receipt?" or "Is th e

method used for reaching this class of

income justified?" '

Aside from the goal of developing the

theoretical foundations of economi c

science, the entire point of developing a

scientific definition of income is to elimi-

nate such ambiguous questions and

thereby infuse logical coherence into tax

laws and tax administration . The nature of

accretion income, however, makes it an
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inherently complex guide to follow. The

inherent complexity demands the viola-

tion of its logical coherence for the sake of

administrative expediency. Expediency, i n

turn, result in exceptions to exceptions t o

the rule . Income tax laws have remained

needlessly complex, therefore, largely

because the courts, legislators, and tax
administrators have employed the type o f

questions and vague benchmarks posed ,

and acknowledged, by Haig and Simons .
To date, the general answers to these

questions, as Fisher argued, have resulte d

in tax laws that have "taken over the vice s
of accretion but not its virtues ."' Using

accretion for tax-base purposes has three

key vices : " 9 First, it does not consistently

relate income to capital because it violate s

the principle of discounting . Second, i t

double taxes the process of saving an d
creates a double exemption for the pro-

cess of dissaving, thereby penalizing th e

thrifty and sparing the spendthrift . Third ,
it may tax items of capital that have n o

"wherewithal" to pay, thereby forcing

taxpayers to finance such tax payments .

Accretion income is a legitimate

concept whose only tax-base virtue is tha t

it isolates a measurable quantity of "eco-

nomic power" within a given accounting

period. Even this virtue, however, i s

turned into vice when, as a matter of
expediency, the principle of year-to-yea r

reappraisals of assets is abandoned for th e

realization criterion . Realization results i n

"income" which frequently straddles

accounting periods . As a result, the

realization criterion generates a tax burde n

that affects certain patterns of "income "

differently from others, thereby allowing

taxpayers to avoid taxation by manipulat-

ing their realization patterns .

Yield income stands out in marked

contrast to the inherent drawbacks of

using accretion income as a guide fo r

taxation. With yield income, theoretical

integrity and administrative simplification

fit well together. 12" First, yield income

consistently relates income to capita l

through the inexorable economic prin-

ciple of discounting. Second, it represents

a sound monetary measure of real eco-

nomic income — the satisfaction peopl e

derive from the services of their capital .

Third, it consistently uses the principle of

double-entry income accounting to arriv e

at net cash yield as an income tax base ,

and thereby avoids complicated appraisals .

Fourth, and of paramount importance, it

eliminates the double taxation of saving

and the double exemption of dis-saving .
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